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Imagine making faster decisions, remembering where to find every item you ever put 
down, never missing another appointment, and using your powers of imagination to 
create solutions no one else has thought of.

This is all possible thanks to neuroscientist Daniel Levitin’s…

4 Key Brainpower Tactics

Externalize everything you can: Use things outside your brain, like To Do lists, other 
people (like personal assistants) and physical objects or locations (like a key rack at the 
front door) to do the remembering for you. Apply a strict discipline of having a place for 
everything, so you no longer have to search for items. 

Focus on a single task: Humans can’t multitask so don’t try. Look for opportunities 
to group similar tasks, (like paying bills), together and do them in one session. When 
you’re working on a tough task, get rid of all distractions so you can focus, e.g. turn off 
your phone. When ideas or thoughts get in the way, externalize them! Scribble them 
down to clear your mind and deal with them later.

Daydream to energize your imagination: Make time to let your mind wander. Taking 
a break from challenging tasks can help solutions magically appear. This happened 
to John Lennon, who gave up trying to write a song after 5 hours of struggle, then the 
song Nowhere Man popped into his head.

Evaluate to make the best decisions: We’re bombarded by information. Research 
that used to take half a day now takes seconds. But don’t accept it at face value. Ask:

• Is the source reliable? Authenticate it. On Wikipedia for instance, virtually anyone 
can write an entry or edit someone else’s. They don’t need to be experts.

• Is it true? Validate the information. Check the facts. 
• Is it the right information? Evaluate it. For instance, if you were considering 

surgery, what’s the probability of success versus the probability of severe side 
effects?

By externalizing, focusing, daydreaming and evaluating we can organize our minds to 
be their most productive and effective.


